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I. INTRODUCTION 
                     The number of multipath signals in the wireless channel is unknown and difficult to predict. The 

spread spectrum technology aims to spread the information signal over a wider bandwidth to make jamming and 

interception more difficult. , the number of multipath signals in the wireless channel is unknown and difficult to 

predict. A RAKE receiver allows each arriving multipath signal to be individually demodulated and then 

combined to produce a stronger and more accurate signal. The RAKE receiver in the IS-95A CDMA system 

uses three correlators and a searcher, while the TIA/EIA-95B CDMA system limits the number of correlators in 

the RAKE receiver to six. The searcher receives pilot signals for synchronizing the spreading code. Both of 
these systems have a fix number of correlators and leads to the RAKE receivers either containing an excessive 

number of correlators or that the receiver performs sub optimally. 

 

II. CDMA 
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a spread spectrum technique that uses neither frequency 

channels nor time slots. In CDMA, the narrow band message (typically digitized voice data) is multiplied by a 

large bandwidth signal, which is a pseudo random noise code (PN code). All users in a CDMA system use the 

same frequency band and transmit simultaneously. The transmitted signal is recovered by correlating the 

received signal with the PN code used by the transmitter.   

 
Fig:Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

 
Fig: Spectrum of Wideband CDMA  

 

ABSTRACT 
 Wireless cellular telephony has been growing at a faster rate than wired-line telephone 
networks. This growth has also been fueled by the recent improvements in the capacity of 

wireless links due to the use of multiple access techniques (which allow many users to share the 

same channel for transmission) in association with advanced signal processing algorithms. Code 

Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is becoming a popular technology for cellular 

communications. One form of CDMA called Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) uses a set of 

unique signature sequence or spreading codes to modulate the data bits of deferent users.  
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2.1.Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum(DS-SS) 

The DS-SS technique is one of the most popular forms of spread spectrum. This is probably due to the 

simplicity with which direct sequencing can be implemented. Fig 4.13 shows the basic model and the key 

characteristics that make up the DS-SS communications system. In this form of modulation, a pseudo-random 

noise generator creates a spreading code or better known as the pseudo-noise (PN) code sequence. Each bit of 

the original input data is directly modulated with this PN sequence and is represented by multiple bits in the 
transmitted signal. On the receiving end, only the same PN sequence is capable of demodulating the spread 

spectrum signal to successfully recover the input data. 
 

 

Fig: Basic Model of the Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum Communications System 

The bandwidth of the transmitted signal is directly proportional to the number of bits used for the PN sequence. 
A 7-bit code sequence spreads the signal across a wider frequency band that is seven times greater than a 1-bit 

code sequence, otherwise termed as having a processing gain of seven. Fig 4.14 illustrates the generation of a 

DS-SS signal using an exclusive-OR (XOR) operation. The XOR obeys the following rules: 

 

Fig: Generation of a DS-SS Signal with Processing Gain = 7 

III. RAKE RECEIVER 
If in a mobile radio channel reflected waves arrive with small relative time delays, self interference 

occurs. Direct Sequence (DS) Spread Spectrum is often claimed to have particular properties that makes it less 

vulnerable to multipath reception. In particular, the rake receiver architecture allows an optimal combining of 

energy received over paths with different. It avoids wave cancellation (fades).if delayed paths arrive with phase 

differences and appropriately weighs signals coming in with different signal-to-noise ratios.The rake receiver 

consists of multiple correlators, in which the receive signal is multiplied by time-shifted versions of a locally 

generated code sequence. The intention is to separate signals such that each finger only sees signals coming in 

over a single (resolvable) path.  

 

Fig: Simple Block Diagram of DS-CDMA Transmitter and Receiver 
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IV. SIMULATION 
4.1.GUI for simulation of CDMA 

When we run the rake_cdma_gui.m then this will open this gui the simulation will perform on this gui 

this GUI show the information about the no of bit error in simulation with and without rake , show the user data 
and received data, user have to put information about the no of user , user to simulate and attenuation factor and 

after simulation we will get figure of transmit data and received data , number of bit error in received data for 

both RAKE and without RAKE receiver , this result show the comparison between simulation with and without 

RAKE receiver in cdma 

 

Fig: GUI for Simulation of CDMA 

4.2.GUI for CDMA simulation without RAKE when attenuation factor is 1 

When we push the push button simulation without RAKE button with attenuation factor 1 then the 

transmitting data and receiving data, no of bit error , the attenuation factor is one in this condition bit error is 

zero this show that the power level of transmitting data is high then the bit error in receiving data is less. 
 

 
 

Fig: GUI for CDMA Simulation without RAKE When Attenuation Factor is 1 

 

4.3.GUI for CDMA simulation with RAKE when attenuation factor is 1 

When we push the push button simulation with RAKE button with attenuation factor is 1 then the 
transmitting data and receiving data, no of error no of trial . the attenuation factor is one in this condition bit 

error is zero this show that the power level of transmitting data is high then the bit error in receiving data is less. 

 

 
 

Fig: GUI for CDMA Simulation with RAKE Reciever 

4.4.Multipath received signal 

When we push the push button simulation without RAKE button or simulation with RAKE with 

attenuation factor is 1 then the multipath receiving data. 
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Fig: Multipath Received Signal 

 

4.5Command window after simulation with RAKE 

Command window of Matlab after simulation with RAKE will show information about the receiving 

data err1 is the receiving data which we get from path one and err2 is the receiving data which we get from path 

two. 

 
 

Fig: Command Window after Simulation with RAKE 

 

4.6.Command window after simulation with RAKE 

Command window of Matlab after simulation with RAKE will show information about the receiving 

data the err3 is the receiving data which we get from path three the mxco1, mxco2 and mxco3 is the total sum of 

err1, err2 and err3 we will take maximum output of three.  

 

 
 

Fig: Command Window after Simulation with RAKE 

 

4.7.Command window after simulation without RAKE 

Command window of Matlab after simulation without RAKE will show information about the 

receiving data the deco_data is the output data and err is show the bit error in receiving data. 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
We have developed a simulator made in our project, we have shown  how rake receiver in used for 

CDMA to decease bit error due to multipath interferences. it can simulate a CDMA encoding and decoding 

process, the data is assumed to be travelled through different path, the effect of different path and CDMA is 
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considered to generate the multipath effect the data is pass through the different path and assumed at receiver 

end just before the decoder .to avoid the multipath effect RAKE receiver is used the RAKE receiver concept is 

introduced in the decoding process.Detection of DS-CDMA signals using the RAKE Rx, results in performance 

improvement compared to correlator Rx. 
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